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This year Kent’s vision comes true with the launch 
of our very first ‘salon only’ range of bespoke hair 
brushes. KentSalon is a dynamic collection of 17 
brushes made by Kent, the oldest brush company
in the world and to be sold directly to salons and 
never on the High street.

Culminated by our 235 years of experience in 
consistently making the world’s finest hair brushes, 
our in-house designers and craftsmen have 
researched, sketched, sampled, moulded, built, 
tested and produced the world’s most definitive 
range of salon professional brushes. No corners 
have been cut and no expense has been spared in 
our pursuit of perfection. Every characteristic and 
every design detail is functional and with reason. 
These are no ordinary hair brushes. They are 
brushes with purpose, precision and authenticity.
Welcome to a new level of excellence.

The ergonomic handle has been crafted to fit every 
size of hand, from the dainty to the heavy weight, 
and has a feel that whilst soft and smooth, is firm 
and lightly textured for grip. Starting with a slender 
neck the six elevated chrome fins offer the perfect 
balance between grip and glide, enabling you 
to work the brush easily without compromising 
stability and technique. A stout body to the 
handle slowly tapers to a gentle polished point for 
softly picking up and sectioning hair. The metal 
point has been crafted from steel to balance the 
brush weight perfectly and is embossed with the 
KentSalon insignia adding to the brushes exclusivity, 
craftsmanship and unquestionable quality. 

These are not just typical hair brushes, these are 
precision tools for those seeking perfection from 
their kit.

EVERY PART TELLS A STORY.

A DESIRE.
A DREAM.
A VISION.

KENTSALON POINT OF SALE

What better way to show off and store the range of KentSalon bespoke brushes than these custom made
Point of Sale retail units that are designed to fit into any salon.

SMALL POS
Holds 18 brushes
and displays 3

LARGE POS
Holds 36 brushes
and displays 6

COUNTER POS
Large – holds 5 brushes
Small – single brush



Supreme grip with total control is what you’ll experience with our natural bristle and nylon curling and 
straightening brushes. Rows of short-tuft natural boar bristle arranged with pin-point accuracy grip the hair 
brilliantly whilst giving hair a natural lustre and shine. The more pronounced rows of ultra-thin heat-proof 
nylon help lift and release the hair for perfect curling or straightening. 

KENTSALON CURLING & STRAIGHTENING BRUSHES
The metal heads of our ceramic brushes are coated with a durable, specially developed ceramic coating, 
which has the capability to heat up quickly enabling these brushes to distribute heat more evenly and hold heat 
for longer, resulting in faster blow drying and quicker, more accurate styling. We have selected 5 sizes with 
diameters to match the choices of stylists to enable work on all hair lengths. Curling or straightening, the nylon 
tufts will grip hair for as long as required and then release without snagging.

KENTSALON CERAMICS
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TOOLS FOR EVERY DESIRE
AND EVERY VISION.

KS10
Head 55mm
Bristle 75mm

KS11
Head 45mm
Bristle 60mm

KS12
Head 35mm
Bristle 45mm

KS13
Head 25mm
Bristle 39mm

KSXS
Head 16mm
Bristle 25mm

KS14
Head 18mm

Bristle 36mm KS15
Head 21mm

Bristle 43mm KS16
Head 24mm

Bristle 54mm KS17
Head 30mm

Bristle 60mm KSXL
Head 70mm

Bristle 100mm

New

New



Classic over-sized oval cushion brush. If a professional hair stylist could only have one brush in their kit bag 
it would have to be the classic oval rubber cushion nylon and boar bristle dressing out brush. Only the best 
hand-graded natural boar bristle and heat proof nylon finds its way into our brush. The large over-sized oval 
head is counter balanced with a shorter handle to aid control and movement when working the hair into 
something special, be it root up-lift, blow-drying hair straight, dressing out or pushing the boundaries of avant-
garde experimentation. This brush is a crucial and inspiring tool for your collection.

KENTSALON CUSHION & PADDLE BRUSHES 

KS06

KS07

KS08

Two full size paddles with the options of either fine ball ended quill for grooming and straightening, or fat 
rounded quill for fantastic detangling, and brushing through wet hair. Also, two narrow paddles, slimmed down 
versions of the very same brushes have been designed for shorter hair lengths and are perfect as part of your 
travel kit when space is at a premium.

PADDLE BRUSHES
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KS01

KS05

fine ball ended
quills for grooming
and straightening

fat rounded quills for
fantastic detangling
and/or wet hair



KENTSALON STYLING & DETAIL BRUSHES

The Curved Vent 
This is the only brush of its type in the world. Similar in construction to the Kent Salon Vent brush; however, here, 
a moulded head features 50 moulded flexible tufts in a curved and vented chassis. The arc of the brush follows 
the natural shape of the head for an almost sensual brushing experience. The pièce de résistance however 
comes from the addition of 10 rows of natural boar bristle to smooth, clean and add shine to the hair. Ideal for 
blow-drying, volumising or gentle grooming. Reduces blow drying times effectively without pulling the hair.

KS02
The Back Combing/Dressing Out Brush
An essential tool for creating the perfect up-do as well as dressing long hair or making huge volume from back 
combing. Moulded from a single piece of heat proof ABS the brush is poised and balanced in a way that is second 
to none, the extended curved and tapered handle finishes in a beautiful point making it ideal for picking up and 
sectioning hair. The head is filled with 3 rows of the finest natural boar bristle mixed with nylon for added strength. 
The brush head and handle feature opposite curves to fit the shape of the head, which also improves weight 
distribution for nimble work when needed. An indispensable tool for anyone who wants to create fantastic hair.

The 7-row Staggered Styling Brush 
Delightfully soft, round ended quill have been used to ensure that no damage to the hair shaft or the scalp will 
ever occur. The quills are set in a removable anti-static silicone head which is easier to clean than rubber and a 
lot more durable. Shape and sculpt hair with precision and passion!
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The Kent Vent 
The head of this fantastic little brush is moulded as a single unit meaning there are no sharp lines to pinch or cut 
the hair. This new and improved brush now features 32 tufts of natural boar bristle alongside the moulded pins to 
enhance the finish and lustre of the hair. The seven-slot vented design allows air to reach right down to root level 
which in turn transforms the blow-drying process by safely improving drying times and in turn helps with hold and 
control as you detangle or style the hair.

KS03

KS04

KS09

The improved Kent Vent brush now
features 32 tufts of natural boar bristle 
alongside the moulded pins to enhance 
the finish and lustre of the hair.



CODE DESCRIPTION USE MATERIALS
HANDLE 
LENGTH

HEAD
WIDTH

BRISTLE
OVERALL 
LENGTH

KS01 Oval orange red cushion, 
nylon quill & soft boar 
bristle mix

Grooming, 
straightening

Boar bristle & ball
ended nylon quill

144mm 82mm – 285.5mm

KS02 Curved vent with rows of 
50 moulded flexible tufts & 
10 rows of boar bristle

Blow drying, 
volumising,
scalp massage,
speed drying

Nylon tufts heat
resistant to 150˚C
Boar bristle 

144mm 62mm – 283mm

KS03 7 slot vent Blow drying, 
volumising

Boar bristle & ball
ended nylon quill

144mm 45mm – 248mm

KS04 Single piece of heat proof 
ABS with extended curve & 
tapered handle, ending in a 
beautiful metal point

Back combing, 
volumising, up-dos, 
dressing out

A mixture of stiff boar bristle 
heat durable to 140˚C & 
strong nylon heat resistant 
to 170˚C

163mm 15mm – 280mm

KS05 Large cushion paddle, with 
fine heat proof quill

Grooming & 
straightening fine 
long hair

Fine rounded heat resistant 
nylon quill

144mm 90mm – 294mm

KS06 Narrow cushion paddle, 
with fine heat proof quill

Grooming & 
straightening fine 
short hair

Fine rounded heat resistant 
nylon  quill

144mm 40mm – 264mm

KS07 Large cushion paddle, with 
fat heat proof quill

Grooming & 
straightening thick 
and/or wet hair

Fat rounded heat resistant 
nylon quill

144mm 90mm – 294mm

KS08 Narrow cushion paddle 
with fat heat proof quill

Grooming & 
straightening thick 
and/or wet hair

Fat rounded heat resistant 
nylon quill

144mm 40mm – 264mm

KS09 7 row staggered soft round 
ended nylon quill set into 
removable anti-static 
silicone head

Styling, grooming Heat resistant nylon quills
silicone head

144mm 47mm – 256.5mm

KS10 55mm ceramic radial.
Flexible fine nylon tufts

Curling, straightening
& speed styling

Heat durable PC handle. 
Nylon tufts heat resistant up 
to 170˚C

170mm 55mm 75mm 262mm

KS11 44mm ceramic radial.
Flexible fine nylon tufts

Curling, straightening
& speed styling

Heat durable PC handle. 
Nylon tufts heat resistant up 
to 170˚C

170mm 45mm 60mm 266mm

KS12 35mm ceramic radial.
Flexible fine nylon tufts

Curling, straightening
& speed drying

Heat durable PC handle. 
Nylon tufts heat resistant up 
to 170˚C

170mm 35mm 45mm 266mm

KS13 25mm ceramic radial.
Flexible fine nylon tufts

Curling, straightening
& speed styling

Heat durable PC handle. 
Nylon tufts heat resistant up 
to 170˚C

170mm 25mm 39mm 294mm

KS14 36mm 14 row radial. 
Alternate rows of short stiff 
bristle & heat resistant nylon

Curling, straightening,
smoothing & finishing

Heat durable PC handle.
Stiff boar bristle. Nylon tufts 
heat resistant up to 170˚C

170mm 18mm 36mm 286.5mm

KS15 43mm 18 row radial. 
Alternate rows of short stiff 
bristle & heat resistant nylon

Curling, straightening, 
smoothing & finishing

Heat durable PC handle.
Stiff boar bristle. Nylon tufts 
heat resistant up to 170˚C

170mm 21mm 43mm 286.5.mm

KS16 54mm 20 row radial. 
Alternate rows of short stiff 
bristle & heat resistant nylon

Curling, straightening,
smoothing & finishing

Heat durable PC handle.
Stiff boar bristle. Nylon tufts 
heat resistant up to 170˚C

170mm 24mm 54mm 286.5mm

KS17 60mm 22 row radial. 
Alternate rows of short stiff 
bristle & heat resistant nylon

Curling, straightening,
smoothing & finishing

Heat durable PC handle.
Stiff boar bristle. Nylon tufts 
heat resistant up to 170˚C

170mm 30mm 60mm 286.5mm

New
KSXS

16mm ceramic radial.
Flexible fine nylon tufts

Fringes, tight curls
& root lift volume

Heat durable PC handle. 
Nylon tufts heat resistant up 
to 170˚C

170mm 16mm 25mm 290mm

New
KSXL

70mm 22 row radial. 
Alternate rows of short stiff 
bristle & heat resistant nylon

Curling, straightening,
smoothing & finishing

Heat durable PC handle.
Stiff boar bristle. Nylon tufts 
heat resistant up to 170˚C

170mm 39mm 70mm 285mm

KENTSALON POINT OF SALE

What better way to show off and store the range of KentSalon bespoke brushes than these custom made
Point of Sale retail units that are designed to fit into any salon.

SMALL POS
Holds 18 brushes
and displays 3

LARGE POS
Holds 36 brushes
and displays 6

COUNTER POS
Large – holds 5 brushes
Small – single brush
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